Now, all employees work remotely with
complete security.
Tecnisa is a reference company in the Brazilian real estate market. Its ventures
and launches are based on continuous innovation, whether in the way of
building, respecting the environment, or anticipating trends. By transforming
its business with Venha Pra Nuvem,
Nuvem, the company enabled secure remote
access for its employees from several cities in Brazil.
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Tecnisa is a pioneer in offering
ventures with disruptive and
sustainable technological solutions.

Tecnisa’s first customers were people with an eye on modern architecture in
the 1970s. Today, with four decades of experience in the market, the company
serves everyone, covering a wide value chain, initiated in the formation
and management of the land bank and that includes sales, incorporation
and construction of residential, commercial and mixed properties. As
the company’s business expanded from residential to commercial, it was
necessary to make it easier for employees to help customers from anywhere.
Tecnisa has expanded the Venha Pra Nuvem solutions to all company
employees. The Brazilian developer and builder currently has 1,795
employees, including administrative and support professionals, construction
and technical assistance teams, associated brokers and third parties. Tecnisa
initially used the expertise of Venha Pra Nuvem to create a totally secure,
monitored virtual environment with centralized management and backups so
that all employees could work from home.

Tecnisa has expanded the Venha Pra Nuvem
solutions to all company employees.

The Brazilian developer and builder currently has 1,795 employees, including
administrative and support professionals, construction and technical
assistance teams, associated brokers and third parties. Tecnisa initially used
the expertise of Venha Pra Nuvem to create a totally secure, monitored
virtual environment with centralized management and backups so that all
employees could work from home.

Venha Pra Nuvem helped
Tecnisa maintain its productivity.
Venha Pra Nuvem helped to optimize remote work with the use
of virtual desktops infrastructure, offering a secure and accessible
platform for employees who can access the company’s systems
from anywhere. This restructuring context demonstrates how
Tecnisa’s management is 100% focused on honoring the trust of
its stakeholders - suppliers, employees, customers, partners and
investors. These relationships support the company’s reputation,
which receives recognition from the market every year for its
investments in innovation in processes and relationships.

